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Wylie, Douglas R. W. and Barrie J. Frost. Responses of Neurons 1988a; Karten et al. 1977; Reiner et al. 1979): the nucleus
in the nucleus of the basal optic root to translational and rotational of the basal optic root (nBOR) of the AOS and the pretectal
flowfields. J. Neurophysiol. 81: 267–276, 1999. The nucleus of the nucleus lentiformis mesencephali (LM). Previous studies
basal optic root (nBOR) receives direct input from the contralateral have shown that most nBOR and LM neurons have large
retina and is the first step in a pathway dedicated to the analysis receptive fields and exhibit direction selectivity in responseof optic flowfields resulting from self-motion. Previous studies

to large-field visual stimuli moving in the contralateral visualhave shown that most nBOR neurons exhibit direction selectivity
field (Burns and Wallman 1981; Gioanni et al. 1984; Mc-in response to large-field stimuli moving in the contralateral hemi-
Kenna and Wallman 1981, 1985; Morgan and Frost 1981;field, but a subpopulation of nBOR neurons has binocular receptive
Winterson and Brauth 1985; Wolf-Oberhollenzer andfields. In this study, the activity of binocular nBOR neurons was

recorded in anesthetized pigeons in response to panoramic transla- Kirschfeld 1994; Wylie and Frost 1990a, 1996).
tional and rotational optic flow. Translational optic flow was pro- The majority of nBOR neurons prefer upward, downward,
duced by the ‘‘translator’’ projector described in the companion or backward motion in the contralateral hemifield (Wylie
paper, and rotational optic flow was produced by a ‘‘planetarium and Frost 1990a), but a small subpopulation of nBOR neu-
projector’’ described by Wylie and Frost. The axis of rotation or rons have binocular receptive fields (Wylie and Frost
translation could be positioned to any orientation in three-dimen- 1990b). In a previous study, we used two large (Ç100 1sional space. We recorded from 37 cells, most of which exhibited

1007) tangent screen stimuli, one placed on either side ofa strong contralateral dominance. Most of these cells were located
the bird in the central part of each hemifield. Some neuronsin the caudal and dorsal aspects of the nBOR complex and many
preferred approximately the same direction of motion in bothwere localized to the subnucleus nBOR dorsalis. Other units were
hemifields, whereas others preferred the opposite directionlocated outside the boundaries of the nBOR complex in the adjacent

area ventralis of Tsai or mesencephalic reticular formation. Six in both eyes. Such neurons would respond best to flowfields
cells responded best to rotational flowfields, whereas 31 responded resulting from self-translation and -rotation, respectively. In
best to translational flowfields. Of the rotation cells, three preferred the present study, we stimulated these binocular neurons
rotation about the vertical axis and three preferred horizontal axes. with rotational and translational flowfields that occupied the
Of the translation cells, 3 responded best to a flowfield simulating entire visual field. The rotational flowfields were produced
downward translation of the bird along a vertical axis, whereas the by a planetarium projector based on that designed by Simp-remaining 28 responded best to flowfields resulting from translation

son et al. (1981, 1988b), which we have used to stimulatealong axes in the horizontal plane. Seventeen of these cells pre-
climbing fiber (CF) activity in the flocculus of pigeons (Wy-ferred a flowfield resulting from the animal translating backward
lie and Frost 1993). The translational flowfields were pro-along an axis oriented Ç457 to the midline, but the best axes of
duced by a similar device, which we call a translator, which,the remaining eleven cells were distributed throughout the hori-

zontal plane with no definitive clustering. These data are compared in the companion paper, we used to stimulate CF activity in
with the responses of vestibulocerebellar Purkinje cells. the nodulus and ventral uvula in pigeons (Wylie and Frost

1999). A preliminary report of the present study has been
published (Wylie et al. 1998a).

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Because the environment consists of stationary objects M E T H O D S
and surfaces, as one moves through the environment, optic

The methods for anesthesia, surgery, extracellular recording, andflow occurs across the entire retina (Gibson 1954). The
data collection are essentially identical to those reported in theaccessory optic system (AOS) and associated pretectum
companion paper (Wylie and Frost 1999), with a few exceptionscomprise a distinct visual system dedicated to the analysis outlined in this section. Using the atlas of Karten and Hodos (1967)

of the optic flow that results from self-motion (Frost et al. as a guide, a section of bone and dura was removed from the left
1994; Grasse and Cynader 1990; Simpson 1984; Simpson side of the skull such that a vertically oriented electrode could
et al. 1988a). In pigeons, this system consists of two major access the nBOR. Recordings were made with insulated tungsten
retinal recipient nuclei (Fite et al. 1981; Gamlin and Cohen microelectrodes having 5- to 10-mm exposed tips.

Translational optic flow stimuli were produced with the transla-
tor projection described in the companion paper (Wylie and FrostThe costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the
1999). Rotational flowfields were produced with a planetariumpayment of page charges. The article must therefore be hereby marked
projector (Fig. 6A) . This consisted of a small, hollow metal cylin-‘‘advertisement’’ in accordance with 18 U.S.C. Section 1734 solely to

indicate this fact. der, the surface of which was drilled with numerous small holes.
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FIG. 1. Responses of a /x0z translation neuron. A and B : azimuth tuning (in the horizontal plane) . C and D : elevation
tuning in a vertical plane that intersects the horizontal plane at 457 ipsilateral (457i ) azimuth. For clarity, corresponding axes
in C and D are indicated by the numerals 1–4, where axis 2 is the y axis and axis 4 is an horizontal axis at 457i azimuth.
A and C : peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) in response to translational optic flow along 4 axes. Each PSTH is summed
from 10 sweeps. For each sweep there was 5.3-s translation in 1 direction, followed by a 5.3-s pause, 5.3-s translation in
the opposite direction, and a 5.3-s pause. B and D : polar plots of the data from A and C, respectively. Firing rate (spikes/
s) is plotted as a function of the orientation of the axis of translational flow in polar coordinates. In A–D, the arrowheads
point to the focus of expansion (FOE) in the flowfield, i.e., the direction in which the animal would move to cause such a
flowfield. B and D : broken circles, spontaneous firing rate; solid arrows, axis of maximal modulation from the best cosine
fit. See text for additional details.

A small filament light source was positioned in its center, and a of the recording session, the animals were killed with an overdose
of pentabarbitol sodium (100 mg/kg) and perfused transcardiallypen motor, driven by a function generator, oscillated the cylinder

about its long axis. We used a frequency of 0.1 Hz, and the dots with 0.9% saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. The brains
were removed and cryoprotected with 20% sucrose, then 40-mm-moved at a constant velocity of 1–27 /s. The planetarium was

suspended above the bird with gimbals such that the axis of rotation thick coronal sections were cut with a freezing microtome, and
sections through the nBOR were collected, mounted onto gelatin-could be positioned to any orientation in three-dimensional space.

As with the companion study, once a cell was isolated the direc- coated slides, counterstained with neutral red, and a coverslip was
applied with Permount.tion preference in both hemifields along the interaural axis was

determined using a large stimulus (Ç90 1 907) consisting of a
random pattern of dots and lines. Most cells in the nBOR respond

R E S U L T Sto such stimuli moving in the contralateral visual field. Generally
we did not study these monocular cells further. Some cells re- From 17 pigeons, we recorded the activity of 37 binocu-
sponded to motion of the hand-held stimulus in both visual fields. lar neurons that exhibited direction selectivity in response
These binocular cells showed the same direction preference (trans- to large-field moving stimuli. [We also encountered ú100lation-sensitive cells) or opposite direction preference in the two

cells with monocular-contralateral receptive fields, buthemifields (rotation-sensitive cells) . The translation- and rotation-
these cells were not further studied as there response prop-sensitive cells were further studied with a translator and planetar-
erties have been described extensively in previous reportsium projector, respectively.
(Morgan and Frost 1981; Wylie and Frost 1990a) ] . InOn some penetrations, marking lesions (30 mA for 5–10 s) were

made at known locations relative to responsive cells. At the end response to the hand-held stimulus, 31 neurons preferred
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FIG. 2. Responses of 0x/z (A and B)
and 0y (C and D) translation neurons. For
the 0x/z neuron, a polar plot of azimuth
tuning (in the horizontal plane) is shown in
A, whereas elevation tuning in a vertical
plane that intersects the horizontal plane at
457 ipsilateral (457i ) azimuth is shown in B.
This plane is illustrated in Fig. 1C. For the
0y neuron, C and D show elevation tuning
in the sagittal and frontal planes, respec-
tively. Broken circles represent the sponta-
neous firing rates, and the solid arrows, axes
of maximal modulation from the best cosine
fits.

cosine fits to the tuning curves. These data show that thisthe same direction of motion in the central areas of the
neuron was modulated maximally in response to translationboth hemifields and were studied further with the transla-
along the horizontal axis oriented at Ç457i azimuth buttor. The other six neurons preferred the opposite direction
showed little modulation in response to translation alongof motion in the two hemifields and were studied further
orthogonal axes [i.e., an horizontal axis oriented at 457 con-with the planetarium projector.
tralateral (457c) azimuth (A and B) and the y axis (axis 2
in C and D)] . Translation in the direction producing a focusNeurons preferring translational optic flow along
of contraction (FOC) at 457i azimuth resulted in maximalhorizontal axes
excitation whereas translation in the opposite direction re-

Of the 31 neurons that preferred the same direction of sulted in maximal inhibition. In vector notation, the best axis
motion in both hemifields, 28 preferred horizontal visual for this neuron is approximately /x0z . Figure 2, A and B,
motion in both hemifields. Of these, 17 preferred temporal- shows a neuron that also responded maximally to transla-
to-nasal (T-N) motion, and 11 preferred nasal-to-temporal tional optic flow along an axis at 457i azimuth but showed
(N-T) motion in the central areas of both hemifields. Figure the opposite direction preference to that in Fig. 1. Polar plots
1 shows the responses of a binocular neuron, ( that preferred of azimuth tuning in the horizontal plane (A) and elevation
T-N motion in both eyes) , to translational optic flow along tuning in a vertical plane normal to the vector x/z (B) are
numerous axes. A shows PSTHs in response to translation shown. This neuron was excited maximally by a flowfield
along eight directions in the horizontal plane (azimuthal with an FOE at Ç457i azimuth but, unlike most neurons,
tuning curve), whereas C shows PSTHs in response to trans- translation in the opposite direction along this axis did not
lation in eight directions in the vertical plane orthogonal to result in inhibition below the spontaneous firing rate.
the horizontal plane at 457 ipsilateral (457i ) azimuth (i.e., The best axes of the 28 neurons responsive to translational
the plane normal to the vector /x/z) . The same data in A optic flow along horizontal axes are shown in Fig. 5, A and
and B are shown in C and D, respectively, where the average B. In A, the axes are from azimuth tuning curves and are
firing rate is plotted as a function of the direction of transla- projected onto the horizontal plane. Most of the best vectors
tional optic flow, in polar coordinates (polar plots) . In these fall in the lower right and upper left quadrants. Note the
and subsequent figures, the orientation of an arrow reflects obvious clustering 457 to the midline in the bottom right
the orientation of the axis of the translator, and the arrow- quadrant (/x0z neurons; n Å 17), whereas a clustering is
heads point in the direction in which the animal would be not as obvious in the upper left quadrant (0x/z neurons;
moving to produce such a flowfield. That is, the arrowheads n Å 8). The mean of the distribution of /x0z neurons was

139.47c azimuth (large dashed arrow on the right in A) .point toward the focus of expansion (FOE) in the flowfield.
The large arrows in B and D indicate the peaks of the best Elevation tuning curves were obtained from 11 of the 17
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FIG. 3. Responses to translational optic flow in the
horizontal plane under monocular viewing conditions
is shown for 2 different neurons. A and C : polar plots
of azimuth tuning under ipsilateral viewing condi-
tions. B and D : contralateral viewing conditions. Bro-
ken circles, spontaneous firing rates; solid arrows,
axes of maximal modulation from the best cosine fits.
For the cell in A and B, the depth of modulation for
ipsilateral and contralateral stimulation was approxi-
mately the same, whereas the cell in C and D showed
a greater depth of modulation under contralateral
viewing conditions. For both of these cells, the best
response axis was similar under ipsilateral, contralat-
eral and binocular viewing conditions.

/x0z neurons. The elevation tuning was in the vertical plane Responses to monocular stimulation
intersecting the horizontal plane at 457i azimuth (illustrated

Responses to monocular stimulation of both the ipsilateralin Fig. 1C) and the best axes from these tuning curves are
and contralateral hemifields was obtained for all 31 transla-shown on the left side in Fig. 5B. These vectors clustered
tion-sensitive neurons. Using criteria we have described else-near the horizontal plane (mean Å 012.97 elevation). On
where (Wylie et al. 1993), 23 cells were classified as havingthe right side in B, the best axes of the eight 0x/z neurons
a marked contralateral ocular dominance (OD), 4 cellsfrom elevation tuning curves are shown. For simplicity, the
showed a slight contralateral OD, 1 cell showed a markedbest axes are shown as projected onto the vertical plane
ipsilateral OD, and 1 cell was classified as equidominant, asintersecting the horizontal plane at 457i azimuth, but in fact
the depth of modulation was approximately the same forthe elevation tuning was in this plane for only five of these
stimulation of both hemifields. Two cells were classifiedneurons. Based on the best axes obtained from the azimuth
as binocular obligate cells, as stimulation of the ipsi- andtuning curves, the other three cells’ elevation tuning was
contralateral hemifields elicited no response or a very weakdone in the sagittal plane. Nonetheless, note the clustering
response, but they showed clear tuning when both eyes werenear the horizontal plane (mean Å /12.87 elevation).
stimulated simultaneously. For most cells (59%), binocular
stimulation resulted in a greater depth of modulation than
stimulation of the dominant eye alone. Across all cells, inNeurons preferring translational optic flow along vertical

axes response to translational optic flow along the preferred axes,
the average ratio of the depth of modulation for binocular

Three neurons responded best to upward motion in both stimulation versus stimulation of the dominant eye alone
eyes. Figure 2, C and D, shows the responses of one such was 1.23 { 0.04 (mean { SE).
neuron. Elevation tuning curves are shown in both the sagit- Figure 3, A and B, shows monocular azimuth tuning
tal (yz) plane (C) and frontal (xy) plane (D) . The cell was curves for the equidominant cell. With binocular stimulation,
maximally excited by 0y translation (i.e., with the FOE this cell preferred a translational optic flowfield along an
below) and inhibited by /y translation but was not modu- horizontal axis oriented at Ç1657c azimuth. As indicated by
lated by optic flow along the z (C) or x (D) axes. Figure the large arrows, the best axes as determined from the best
5E shows the best axes of the three 0y neurons as projected cosine fits was approximately the same irrespective of the

eye stimulated. This was also the case for the cell illustratedonto the sagittal plane.
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FIG. 4. Monocular and binocular responses of a 0x/z translation neuron to translational optic flow along axes in the
horizontal plane. For each of the 4 axes, peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) are shown for ipsilateral ( top left) , contralateral
( top right) , and binocular (bottom) viewing conditions. This cell showed similar responses under binocular and contralateral
viewing conditions, although the depth of modulation was clearly greater for binocular stimulation. Responses under ipsilateral
viewing conditions were somewhat enigmatic. For ipsilateral stimulation, there was no clear preferred axis, and transient
responses can be seen in the PSTHs.

in Fig. 3, C and D, which showed a slight contralateral lation was greater for binocular stimulation compared with
stimulation of the dominant eye.dominance. Note, however, that the azimuth tuning curve

for ipsilateral stimulation was somewhat ‘‘sloppy.’’ In fact Figure 5, C and D, shows the best axes of /x0z neurons
from monocular azimuth tuning curves. Complete ipsi- andthe correlation coefficient (r 2) of the best cosine fit to the

tuning curve was 0.73, whereas for the binocular tuning contralateral azimuth tuning curves were obtained from 14
cells and their best axes from contralateral stimulation arecurves, r 2 was usually greater than 0.9. For the cells with a

marked contralateral dominance, the responses to stimula- shown in D. C shows the best axes from ipsilateral stimula-
tion, but only eight vectors are included. For the other sixtion of the ipsilateral eye were quite weak, (often below

criteria) . Complete ipsilateral tuning curves were obtained tuning curves, r 2 of the best cosine fit wasõ0.5. Comparing
the data from D with that in A, it is apparent that the distribu-for 18 cells with a marked contralateral dominance. In nine

instances we did not consider the cosine fit to the tuning tion of best axes in response to contralateral stimulation is
similar to that in response to binocular stimulation, with ancurve to be reliable (r 2 õ 0.5) . Moreover in some cases,

the responses to stimulation of the ipsilateral eye could be obvious clustering 457 to the midline. However, the vectors
in response to ipsilateral stimulation (C) showed a muchonly called unusual. Figure 4 shows azimuth tuning for a

0x/z neuron that showed a marked contralateral OD. For greater spread.
each axis, PSTHs are shown for ipsilateral ( top left) , contra-
lateral ( top right) , and binocular (bottom) stimulation. The Cells responsive to rotational flowfields
tuning obtained with stimulation of the contralateral eye was
clear, but this was not the case in response to ipsilateral In response to stimulation with the hand-held stimulus,
stimulation. Numerous transients can be seen in these six cells preferred opposite directions of motion in the two
PSTHs, and they occurred in every sweep. Thus although hemifields and were further studied with the planetarium
the neuron responded to stimulation of the ipsilateral eye, projector. Three cells responded best to rotation about hori-
there was no clear axis tuning as there was for stimulation zontal axes. Figure 6B shows an azimuth tuning curve in

the horizontal plane for one such neuron. This neuron re-of the contralateral eye. However, clearly the depth of modu-
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FIG. 5. Best axes of neurons responsive to
translational optic flow. A–D : distribution of best
axes for those neurons that preferred translational
optic flow along axes in the horizontal plane.
Longer arrows with broken shafts indicate the
means of the respective distributions. A : best axes
from azimuth tuning curves in the horizontal
plane under binocular viewing conditions. Major-
ity of these axes lie in the top left (n Å 8) and
bottom right (n Å 17) quadrants. In the bottom
right quadrant, there is an obvious clustering 457
to the midline (/x0z translation neurons) . In the
B, left, we show the best axes of 11 of these/x0z
translation neurons determined from elevation
tuning curves in the vertical plane that intersect
the horizontal plane at 457i azimuth. (This plane
is illustrated in Fig. 1C) . B, right : best axes from
elevation tuning curves for the 80x/z translation
neurons shown in A, top left quadrant . Axes are
shown in the vertical plane that intersects the hori-
zontal plane at 457i azimuth, but in fact the eleva-
tion tuning was in the sagittal plane for 3 of these
neurons. C and D : best axes of neurons sensitive
to translational optic flow along horizontal axes
under ipsilateral and contralateral viewing condi-
tions, respectively. E : best axes of neurons sensi-
tive to translational optic flow along the vertical
axis (n Å 3).

sponded best to counterclockwise rotational optic flow about rotation and maximally inhibited by 0y rotation. Rotation
about the x and z axes produced comparatively little modula-an horizontal axis oriented at Ç1507i azimuth (and clock-

wise rotational optic flow about an horizontal axis oriented tion. Figure 7, D and E, shows monocular elevation tuning
curves in the sagittal plane for a neuron that preferred 0yatÇ307c azimuth). The other two neurons preferred counter-

clockwise rotational optic flow about horizontal axes ori- rotation (D, contralateral; E, ipsilateral) . This cell showed
a marked contralateral OD (as did all 6 rotation-sensitiveented at 377i and 1557i azimuth.
cells) , but the best axis was approximately the same forThree cells responded best to rotation about the vertical
both hemifields (a 247 difference) . In response to binocularaxis. Figure 7, A–C, shows the responses of a neuron that
stimulation, the best axis was0947 elevation, which is closerwas maximally excited by /y rotation. In response to the
to the best axis for ipsilateral stimulation than that for contra-hand-held stimulus, this cell preferred N-T motion in the
lateral stimulation. For the third cell that preferred rotationcontralateral eye and T-N motion in the ipsilateral eye. In
about the vertical axis, a /y neuron, the best axis was /947A, PSTHs in response to rotation about four axes in the
elevation.sagittal (yz) plane are shown. A polar plot of this elevation

tuning in shown in B, whereas a polar plot of elevation
tuning in the frontal (xy) plane for the same neuron is shown Location of the binocular neurons
in C. The curved arrows indicate the direction of supposed
head rotation, which is opposite to the direction of the resul- In some experiments, we made electrolytic marking le-
tant rotational flowfield. As evident by the best axes from sions such that the locations of responsive neurons could

be identified. The binocular neurons were sometimes foundboth tuning curves, this cell was excited maximally by /y
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track in nBORd and on the medial track dorsal to nBORd
in the lateral extension of AVT. Monocular cells were found
on the central track in nBORp.

D I S C U S S I O N

In this study we have shown that binocular neurons in
nBOR of pigeons respond best to flowfields resulting from
either self-translation or -rotation. These binocular neurons
represent a small subpopulation of nBOR neurons, as most
have monocular receptive fields in the contralateral eye
(Burns and Wallman 1981; Morgan and Frost 1981; Wylie
and Frost 1990a). It is difficult to estimate the percentage
of binocular neurons as we did not sample the nucleus in any
random procedure. Rather we actively searched for binocular
cells. In fact, some of the neurons were localized outside of
the boundaries of the nBOR in the MRF and AVT. Many
others were found localized in nBORd, whereas the monocu-
lar cells were found within nBORp. This is consistent with
anatomic studies that show there is a large projection from
the contralateral nBOR to nBORd (Brecha et al. 1980).
Collaterals of these fibers also appear to terminate outside
the boundaries of nBOR in the adjacent AVT and MRF
(Wylie et al. 1997). Thus the nBORd and adjacent AVT and
RF appear to be a site of binocular integration of flowfield
information. nBORd and the adjacent AVT are known to
have different connections than nBORp. The projection to
the inferior olive is largely from nBORd and much less from
nBORp (Brecha et al. 1980). Likewise, the nBORd and
AVT, but not nBORp, project heavily to areas of the dorsal
thalamus where there is integration with the thalamofugal
system and possibly the vestibular and somatosensory sys-

FIG . 6. Azimuth tuning curve in the horizontal plane for a 0x0z rota- tems (Wylie et al. 1997, 1998b). Recently we have showntion neuron. A : planetarium projector used to produce rotational flowfields.
that information from nBORd reaches the hippocampus, bothIt consisted of a hollow cylinder, the surface of which was pierced with
directly and via the AVT (Wylie and Glover 1998). nBORdnumerous small holes. Part of the surface of the cylinder has been cut

away to reveal the light source within, which cast a field of dots onto the also receives a massive input from the ipsilateral LM (Gam-
walls, ceiling, and floor of the darkened room. A pen motor, driven by a lin and Cohen 1988b) and the cerebellar nuclei (Arends and
waveform generator, oscillated the planetarium about its long axis. This Ziegler 1991). Thus it seems that cells in the nBORd andeffectively produced a rotational flowfield. B : polar plot of the responses

adjacent AVT code higher-order flowfield information, ei-of the neuron to rotational optic flow about 8 axes (22.57 apart ) in the
horizontal plane. Curved arrows, direction of head rotation that would ther self-translation or -rotation. This information then is
produce the resultant flowfield. That is, the arrows are opposite to the transferred along many pathways including an olivo-cerebel-
direction of the optic flowfield. Solid arrow, axis of maximal modulation lar pathway to the vestibulocerebellum (VbC), areas of thefrom the best cosine fit.

dorsal thalamus that project to numerous areas of the telen-
cephalon, and to the hippocampus (Brecha et al. 1980; Wylie
and Glover 1998; Wylie et al. 1997, 1998b).among the monocular units in nBOR proper (nBORp)

(Brecha et al. 1980) but more commonly were found dorsal
and caudal to the monocular units. Many of the binocular Comparison with responses of VbC neurons
cells were localized in nBOR dorsalis (nBORd), a group of
cells that surrounds nBORp dorsally and caudally (Brecha With the use of the translator and planetarium projectors,

we could determine the axis preferences for translation andet al. 1980). In other cases, the binocular cells were found
dorsal to the nBOR complex, in the mesencephalic reticular rotation-sensitive neurons, as we have done for complex

spike activity of Purkinje cells in the VbC. In the flocculusformation (MRF) and an area that appears to be a lateral
extension of the Area Ventralis of Tsai (AVT). In Fig. 8 of the VbC, cells prefer rotational optic flow about either

the vertical axis or an horizontal axis oriented 457 to thewe show drawings of coronal sections through the nBOR
illustrating the location of marking lesions (●) and the loca- midline (Wylie and Frost 1993). In the ventral uvula and

nodulus, cells prefer translational optic flow along either ations of monocular (m) and binocular (b) cells on those
tracks. In A, a single electrode track is shown. A monocular vertical axis or one of two horizontal axes oriented 457 to

the midline (Wylie and Frost 1999; Wylie et al. 1998a). Incell was found in nBORp, but Ç0.5 mm above the nBOR a
binocular cell was isolated in the MRF. In B, three electrode the present study of the nBOR, we recorded from six cells

that preferred rotational flowfields. Three of these cells pre-penetrations in the same plane are shown through the caudal
portion of nBOR. Binocular cells were found on the lateral ferred rotation about the vertical axis, and the other three
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FIG. 7. Responses of neurons sensitive to rotation about
the vertical axis. A–C : responses of a neuron that preferred
/y rotation. A : PSTHs in response to rotation about 4 axes
in the sagittal plane. Each PSTH was summed from 5
sweeps, and each sweep consisted of 5 s of rotation about
the axis in 1 direction, followed by 5 s of rotation in the
opposite direction. Polar plot of these data are shown in B.
C : polar plot of elevation tuning in the frontal plane is
shown for the same neuron. D and E : responses of a 0y
rotation neuron. Polar plots of elevation tuning in the sagittal
plane is shown for contralateral (D) and ipsilateral (E)
viewing. Broken circles, spontaneous firing rates; solid
arrows, axes of maximal modulation from the best cosine
fits. Arrows point in the direction of a head rotation which
the animal would make to cause the flowfield, which is
opposite to the direction of visual motion in the rotational
flowfield. Note in D and E that the cell showed a contralat-
eral ocular dominance and that the best axes for contralateral
and ipsilateral stimulation differed by Ç207.

preferred horizontal axes. It appears that rotation-sensitive ferred horizontal axes. Shown in Fig. 5A, within the distri-
bution of the best axes of these 28 cells, there was a clearbinocular nBOR neurons share a similar reference frame to

the flocculus Purkinje cells, but there is insufficient data to clustering in one quadrant 457 to the midline, but other
best axes were distributed throughout the horizontal plane.draw such a strong conclusion.

We also recorded from 31 cells that preferred transla- Thus the three axes reference frame that is apparent in the
complex spike (CS) activity of translation and rotationtional flowfields. Three of these preferred translation

along the vertical axes, whereas the remaining 28 pre- Purkinje cells ( see companion paper ) is not fully estab-
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FIG. 8. Locations of binocular neurons
in the vicinity of the nucleus of the basal
optic root (nBOR). Data from 2 experi-
ments are shown. ●, locations of electro-
lytic lesions. Locations of monocular (m),
binocular (b) , and nonmodulated (nm)
neurons are shown. III, third cranial nerve;
AVT, area ventralis of Tsai; CtG, central
gray; I, nucleus isthmi; IPS, nucleus inter-
stitio-pretecto-subpretectalis; MRF, mesen-
cephalic reticular formation; nBORd,
nBOR pars dorsalis; nBORp, nBOR
proper; pc, posterior commissure; Ru, nu-
cleus ruber; SCE, stratum cellulare ex-
ternum; SOp, stratum opticum; SPL, nu-
cleus spiriformis lateralis; SP, nucleus sub-
pretectalis.

lished in the nBOR. The nBOR (particularly nBORd) , that is evident in the VbC. The fact that binocular nBOR
neurons described in the present study generally exhibit aprojects bilaterally to the medial column of the inferior

olive ( IO) (Brecha et al. 1980; Wylie et al. 1997) , which pronounced contralateral ocular dominance, whereas VbC
cells exhibit a slight dominance or are equidominant (Wy-in turn projects to the contralateral VbC as climbing fibers

(CFs) (Arends and Voogd 1989; Lau et al. 1998) . The lie and Frost 1993, 1999; Wylie et al. 1993) , is also sug-
gestive that further integration takes place in the IO.LM also projects to the medial column (Clarke 1977;

Gamlin and Cohen 1988b ) . Further integration of infor- Finally, we must note that although we recorded from
more translation- than rotation-sensitive cells, perhaps wemation of optic flow information from the nBOR and LM

likely takes place in the IO to establish the three axis have a sampling bias. As shown in the companion paper
(Wylie and Frost 1999), cells responsive to translationalreference frame of the rotation and translation neurons
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